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Program
String Quartet in A Major, Op. 18, No. 5
Allegro
Menuetto
Andante cantabile
Allegro
(Eugene Drucker, First Violin)

String Quartet in A-flat Major, Op. 118, No. 10
Andante
Allegretto Furioso
Adagio
Allegretto – Andante
(Philip Setzer, First Violin)

Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770-1827)

Dmitri Shostakovich
(1906-1975)

Intermission

String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51, No. 2
Allegro non troppo
Andante moderato
Quasi Minuetto, moderato
Finale: Allegro non assai
(Philip Setzer, First Violin)

Johannes Brahms
(1833-1897)

The Emerson String Quartet appears by arrangement with IMG Artists and
records exclusively for Sony Classical.
www.emersonquartet.com.
Next Concert
Saturday, October 24, 8:00 pm at Sleepy Hollow High School, Sleepy Hollow, New York
The Montrose Trio
Program: Quartet in A Major, Op. 18, No. 5, by Ludwig von Beethoven; Piano Trio No.
2, “Temple Visions,” by James Lee, III; Quartet in A minor, Op. 51, No. 2, by Johannes
Brahms.

Program notes
String Quartet in A Major, Op. 18, No. 5
Ludwig van Beethoven
There seems to be little question that certain resemblances between this work and
Mozart’s quartet in the same key are not entirely coincidental. As Carl Czerny wrote in
1852, “Beethoven once saw at my house the score of six quartets that Mozart dedicated
to Haydn. He opened the Fifth in A and said: “That’s what I call a work! In it Mozart
was telling the world: Look what I could create if the time were right!” Also, we know
that Beethoven became familiar with the Mozart work when he copied over the last two
movements as a way of studying Mozart’s compositional technique.
The first movement of Beethoven’s A Major quartet is more direct and simpler than
those found in the earlier quartets in Op. 18. The opening group of themes is made up
of a number of individual phrases of varied character that go directly to the minor-key
unison of the second subject without a bridge. The development, instead of focusing on
the most important melodic material, is based on subsidiary and transitional motifs. The
recapitulation almost literally repeats the exposition, except for the necessary adjustments
in key. And the short coda is merely a fragmented A scale, with the first violin out of
synchronization with the others.
As with Mozart, Beethoven places the Menuetto next, instead of the more usual slow
movement. The gently rocking, almost waltzlike theme sets the mood for this sweet,
sedate movement. The use of third beat accents in the more thickly textured trio gives the
comic impression of a poorly played accordion. The Menuetto is repeated after the trio.
Over the theme and variations third movement, Beethoven wrote the word “pastoral.”
A clue to his conception of the music’s character. The rather plain melody consists of
a descending and ascending scale, with only minor deviations. But the five variations
leave behind the eighteenth-century variation concept, which tends to keep the theme’s
harmonic outline while varying the details of figuration, rhythm, and tonality. In his
variations, Beethoven reveals different aspects of the theme’s expressive potential
concept. Particularly striking is the contrast between the fourth and fifth variations; the
fourth is hushed and almost mystical, while the fifth is rude, robust, and full-voiced. In
the lengthy coda Beethoven effectively introduces the theme in its original form, pitting it
against a double-time scale figure that essentially moves in contrary motion. At the very
end the tempo slows down, leading to a subdued conclusion.
The nervous, agitated first theme of the final movement is in sharp contrast to the
organlike sonority of the second theme, which sounds much slower because of its longer
note values, but is actually in the same tempo. The quick four-note motto that opens
the movement pervades the following development section, and after a full stop, the
recapitulation brings back the previously heard material. The coda, with the four-note
phrase still dominant, summarizes the movement.

String Quartet in A-flat Major, Op. 118, No. 10
Dmitri Shostakovich
Just before writing his tenth quartet, Shostakovich composed his Symphony No. 13,
setting poems by Yevgeni Yevtushenko, including “Babi Yar,” which tells of the Nazi
slaughter of 30,000 Jews. Just after the quartet, he wrote the symphonic poem The
Execution of Stepan Rapin, also on poems of Yevtushenko, dealing with the legendary
seventeenth-century Cossack hero. Both works are programmatic and filled with highly
charged extra-musical content. It is curious, therefore, that the tenth quartet is entirely
abstract, gentle, and optimistic in tone, with all of its significance residing solely in the
music itself.
The quartet opens with a subdued, but sharply etched theme played alone by the first
violin. After some expansion, the cello introduces a contrasting lyrical second theme,
while the viola plays a reiterated staccato accompanying figure. The first violin states the
third theme, a smooth line, although with widely spaced intervals. The remainder of the
movement merely replays these three subjects. Shostakovich contributes a certain sense of
mystery and expectancy by keeping everything on the piano, or soft, dynamic level.
By contrast, the second movement is never less than forte, or loud. With the sharp,
jabbing notes of the first theme, the first violin immediately sets the angry, ferocious
character. The cello presents the second theme in its upper register, which adds a certain
nervousness and agitation to the proceedings. The opening subject is then returned,
somewhat modified, by the two violins.
The Adagio is a passacaglia, an old form in which there are continuous variations over a
repeated short melody. Here the melody is played nine times, mostly by the cello, while
the first violin weaves a tapestry of warm, flowing melody, and the two middle voices
essentially fill in the harmony.
The bridge to the fourth movement, which proceeds without pause, contains melodic
turns in the first violin that give rise to the finale’s first theme, a pert, dancelike tune
expressed by the viola. The viola is also entrusted with the broadly sung second subject.
Shostakovich then builds to a powerful climax, an exciting moment as the cello sings out
the passacaglia theme from the last movement and the violins continue this movement’s
opening theme. The music gradually quiets from this high point, several short quotes from
earlier movements mingling with the last movement’s subjects before everything fades
away to a hushed conclusion.
Composed during the spring and summer of 1964, the tenth quartet premiere was given in
Moscow on November 20, 1964, by the Beethoven String Quartet.

String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51, No. 2
Johannes Brahms
The Brahms second string quartet has a history similar to that of his first essay in this
form. Begun in the 1850s, it was subjected to countless revisions over the following
decades before he finally submitted it for publication in 1853. It was given its premiere in
Berlin by the Joachim Quartet on October 18, 1873.
If it can be said that the first quartet was written under the specter of Beethoven, the spirit
that informs the second belongs to Bach. The music abounds in polyphonic devices that
were favored by the older composer. Brahms made particular use of canons, in which
one instrument imitates a fine first played by another, starting a little after the first. (A
round, such as “Frere Jacques,” is an example of a canon.) Although polyphony requires
a keen intellectual grasp, Brahms, like his forebear, buts the craft to expressive purpose,
successfully concealing the technical concerns behind the musical effect.
The quartet also pays homage to Brahms’ good friend, Joseph Joachim, the outstanding
violinist, composer, and organizer of the Joachim Quartet. Joachim’s personal motto was
the notes F-A-E, standing for Frei, aber einsam (“free, but lonely”). Brahms made these
notes the second, third, and fourth notes of the first movement’s main theme. Inspired by
Joachim, Brahms chose as his motto F-A-F, Frei, aber froh (“Free, but glad”), and also
wove these notes into the musical texture. Brahms probably would have dedicated the
two Op. 51 quartets to Joachim, but a petty dispute at the time of publication led him to
inscribe them instead to Dr. Theodor Billroth, a well-known physician and avid chamber
music player.
The quartet opens with the gracefully arching F-A-E theme, followed by a three-note
upbeat, which also appears later in the theme of the last movement. The development
section is an outstanding demonstration of polyphonic writing, replete with canons,
inversions, and retrograde motion, in which the melody is, respectively, imitated, turned
upside down, and played backward. At the start of the recapitulation, the viola plays
the Brahms three-note F-A-F motto; just before the coda, the second violin plays F-A-F
overlapped with Joachim’s F-A-E.
Over a sinuous, implacable line in the viola and cello, the first violin sings the warmly
lyrical theme of the second movement. As this melody is extended, the first violin and
cello, in canon, interrupt with an outburst that is almost operatic in character. When the
first violin comes back with the opening melody, however, it is a false return in the wrong
key. Finally, the cello sets things right by bringing the melody back in the expected key
of A Major.
The Quasi Minuetto is marked by a charming archaic quality. Two sparkling interludes,
though, come along to disturb the calm flow. Following each of the interludes are passages
that display the telling effect of Brahms’ skills. In an amazing double canon, the first violin
and viola play a slowed-down augmentation of the interlude theme in imitation, while the
second violin and cello have a variant of the minuetto theme, also in imitation.
The Finale sparkles with the musical and rhythmic energy of a czardos, a fast, wild
Hungarian dance. Alternating with the varied statements of the czardas tune is a relaxed,

waltzlike melodic strain. The coda starts with the cello and first violin giving out the
opening melody slowly and quietly in canon; then the entire quartet plays it even most
softly, with notes of longer duration. Eventually, the four instruments pick up speed and
volume, bringing the music to a brilliant conclusion.
— Notes by Melvin Berger from Guide to Chamber Music, published by
Anchor/Doubleday, and submitted by The Emerson String Quartet

About the Artists
The Emerson String Quartet has accumulated an unparalleled list of achievements
over three decades: more than thirty acclaimed recordings, nine Grammys (including two
for Best Classical Album), three Gramophone Awards, the Avery Fisher Prize, Musical
America’s “Ensemble of the Year,” and collaborations with many of the greatest artists
of our time. In January 2015 the Quartet received the Richard J. Bogomolny National
Service Award, Chamber Music America’s highest honor, in recognition of its significant
and lasting contribution to the chamber music field.
The arrival of Paul Watkins in 2013 has had a profound effect on the Emerson Quartet.
Mr. Watkins, a distinguished soloist, award-winning conductor, and devoted chamber
musician, joined the ensemble in its 37th season; his dedication and enthusiasm have
infused the Quartet with a warm, rich tone and a palpable joy in the collaborative process.
The Quartet’s summer 2015 season included engagements at BBC Proms and the
Ravinia, Tanglewood, Aspen, Chamber Music Northwest, Evian, Berlin, Great Lakes,
Norfolk, Cape Cod, and Mostly Mozart festivals. In a season of more than 85 quartet
performances, mingled with the Quartet members’ individual commitments, the Emerson
plays extensively throughout North America. Season highlights include collaborations
with soprano Barbara Hannigan for Berg’s Lyric Suite at the Berlin Festival, with violist
Roberto Diaz for Mendelssohn’s Viola Quintet at Philadelphia’s Kimmel Center, and
with the Calidore String Quartet for the Mendelssohn Octet at Princeton University.
The Emerson also performs two concerts at London’s Wigmore Hall in November, and
will appear at the second Piatigorsky International Cello Festival in Los Angeles’s Walt
Disney Concert Hall in May 2016.
Multiple tours of Europe comprise dates in Denmark, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain,
Germany, Poland, Turkey, Austria, Hungary and the United Kingdom; they also visit
Moscow, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Seoul. The Emerson continues its series at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC for its 36th season, and is presented by Lincoln
Center’s “Great Performers” in a three-part series of late Haydn and early Beethoven
string quartets in April and May.
Formed in 1976 and based in New York City, the Emerson Quartet took its name from
the American poet and philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson. The ensemble is Quartet-inResidence at Stony Brook University.
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